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every tactical group was instructed to play a goal-oriented, offensive, 11
vs. 11 soccer game, with a clock running and a fixed kickoff. a central

referee controlled the game and recorded all relevant events within the
tournament as well as the game play. in the course of the data

collection, we observed each player's exact location at each time
instance. the field of play was segmented into three zones: defensive
zone, midfield and attacking zone. but what a marketing automation

coordinator does is very different from the digital marketer. the digital
marketer is responsible for all of the following: branding: marketing
campaigns that include logos, brand identities, slogans, and color

palettes are created by the digital marketer. while there are several
people who specialize in branding, it's important to note that the digital

marketer's job is to create a consistent and coherent brand strategy.
social media: most social media managers and marketing automation

tools are focused on helping organizations create a strong social media
presence. the digital marketer is responsible for managing, monitoring,

and optimizing facebook posts, tweets, and comments to keep the
company's reputation clear. content marketing: your content marketing
efforts are in large part responsible for the company's visibility on the

web. the content marketing manager is responsible for creating content
that helps each team member learn about the brand, products, and

services, and provide the content to customers. ppc management: ppc
management involves helping the company's ads accurately target their

customers and estimate the roi of their paid advertising campaigns.
analytics: analytics campaigns help the digital marketer and the

marketing team understand what's working and what's not. these
campaigns also have a huge impact on the campaign's overall success.
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